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Message from
THE CEO
Qatar Development Bank is always keen on being proactive in dealing 
with crises and empowering SMEs with all the tools they need to overcome 
business challenges, while turning crises into opportunities and a platform 
for growth and development. It wasn’t too long ago when Qatar had to face 
the unjust blockade, and today, we are dealing with the COVID-19 
pandemic with the same spirit and determination. In this guide, you will find 
all the essential guidelines you need to survive and thrive in the post-COVID 
business climate. Likewise, QDB will always be there, foreseeing any 
challenges with preemptive, forward-looking plans, as well as providing you 
with integrated programs and support packages covering the areas of 
finance, knowledge, and skill-development, all while opening new markets 
for Qatari entrepreneurs. Remember, your success is our victory and another 
triumph for Qatar’s economy.
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What is the purpose 
of this guidebook?

Guidance and high-level information on potential measures SMEs can 
take on to adjust to new normal and increase their productivity 

Recommendations on how to design and implement each measure

The purpose is to provide

3
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This guidebook is a part of a larger 
program designed by QDB for SMEs:

Revive program steps Benefit for SMEs

Revive application Simple form without the hassle of documentation

Revive advisory in-person guidance from QDB Revive advisors

Capability building Online classes from experts on solution matters

Revive plan Easy to use template to plan the Revive journey

Financial support Access to more appealing financial terms

Revive assessment Greenlight signal to preferred financial terms

Revive Program
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Revive advisory

Objectives of Revive advisory

What Revive coaching entails

Coaching

Advisor provides additional help to SME to 
fill Revive template and answer their 
questions about guidebook as and when 
they arise

Info session

An information session with the Revive 
advisor regarding the program. The advisor 
introduces and provides the guidebook and 
holds a problem-solving session with SME 
about potential solutions 

Site visits

If the advisor finds it necessary, advisor will 
schedule site visits to SME

Revive guidebook

A library of non-exhaustive potential 
solutions with 1-pager explanations 
providing high-level implementation time 
and cost guidance. The aim of the 
guidebook is to help SMEs to develop their 
unique solutions 

Understanding SMEs context 
and helping them with 

identifying the root cause 
of the problems they face

Introducing the Revive 
guidebook

Discussing and suggesting 
a solution list based 
on the guidebook
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Measures across themes and levers

Theme Lever DescriptionDescription

Supply chain 
excellence

Operational 
excellence

Demand 
excellence

People

Customer acquisition Enabling business growth by attracting more customers 
to purchase products and services of the company 
via effective sales and marketing processes

Customer service 
excellence

Empowering efficient provision of service to customers 
before, during, and after a purchase optimizing 
for customer experience

Product portfolio 
excellence

Optimizing of the product portfolio to meet customer needs 
and enable business growth

Quality assurance Maintaining a desired level of quality in a product or service 
by setting the tools and practices to minimize defects 
in the process of production or delivery

Safe operations Enabling business continuity operating the business in a way 
that minimizes the safety risks

Cost optimization Setting the tools and practices to drive cost reduction while 
maximizing business value

Procurement 
excellence

Optimizing the efficiency and effectiveness of procurement 
processes to achieve spend reduction and supplier 
collaboration

Supplier network 
excellence

Developing and managing the supplier network with the aim 
of reducing risks and costs

Supply chain 
optimization

Planning, controlling and executing products’ flow from 
materials to production to distribution in the most economical 
and timely way possible

Continuously improving 
the fit of the culture 
and talent of the 
organization to meet 
business objectives

The ability to continuously 
drive improvement 
in the management 
of procurement, storage 
and movement 
of products

Execution of the business 
strategy in the most 
consistent, reliable 
and cost-efficient way 
while enabling sustainable 
continuous improvement

Agility Facilitating the ability to quickly and efficiently reconfigure 
strategy, business model, structure, processes, people, 
and technology to serve customers better

Management 
systems

Getting the right talent onboard and helping them grow 
to their optimal capabilities while achieving 
organizational objectives

A set of tools 
and practices that engage 
companies and their 
employees in an ongoing 
quest to continuously 
grow sales and improve 
margins, every day
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Theme Measure Digitalization focusLever

Supply chain 
excellence

Operational 
excellence

Procurement 
excellence

Supply chain 
optimization

Supplier network 
excellence

Cost optimization

Quality assurance

Increasing spend control through spend management meetings

Enabling supply chain transparency through supply chain 
management meetings

Creating transparency in supplier network

Should cost analysis for select items

Diversifying supply base

Lean diagnostic to identify waste reduction opportunities 

5S – Sort, Set in order, Shine, Standardize, Sustain 

Digital inventory management using cloud based solutions

RFID inventory tracking for data-driven 
inventory management 

Remote monitoring to reduce non-value added time in operations 

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) for business workflows

E-invoicing for fast and high-quality billing operations

Introducing Single Minute Exchange of Dies (SMED) to reduce non-
value added time in operations 

Digital document management system

Automated measurement systems for quality assurance

Measures included in this guidebook
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Theme Lever Measure Digitalization focus

Demand 
excellence

People

Increasing safety protocol in company travel

Revisiting workspace layout in manufacturing facilities

Revisiting workspace layout in offices

Design-to-cost to optimize product costs

Increasing effectiveness of virtual sales teams through 
trainings

Developing and implementing communications strategy

Introducing agile ways of working

Change management for effective organizational shifts

Operational 
excellence 
(cont.)

Applying spaced shift and break schedules

Communicating new safety policies

Safe operations

Meeting changing customer safety expectations

Digital marketing for greater outreach

Design-to-value for product portfolio enhancementProduct portfolio 
excellence

Agility

People performance managementManagement 
systems

E-commerceCustomer 
acquisition

Digital Customer Relationship Management (CRM)Customer service 
excellence

Measures included in this guidebook
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Disclaimer

The recommendations in this guidebook assume actions consistent with any applicable laws, 
and in no way are meant to imply that steps be taken contrary to those. None of these 
recommendations are legal advice.

All materials in this document should be seen as thought and discussion starters and reviewed 
for the specific business situation. 

QDB will not be held responsible for any damages that arise in relation to the suggestions 
in this guidebook.

Measures provided in this guidebook must not be considered as health and safety advice. Businesses 
should follow government recommendations and regulations on topics regarding health and safety.

Private sector companies mentioned in this guidebook are not recommendations of QDB. Businesses 
need to assess and select their partners based on their needs and expectations.

The themes and levers described may not cover all elements of a business.

The descriptions and implementation guides provided in this guidebook are high-level and should 
be detailed for the specific business situation.

Estimated time for implementation, cost elements and impact may not be accurate for each SME. They 
are expected to change based on business situation.

Some of the measures may not be applicable for certain sectors and/or businesses.

This guidebook has not been, and will not be considered, at any time directly or indirectly, in a manner 
that will constitute a financing offer or that will induce any banking facilities or any other type of 
banking services that may be granted or facilitated by QDB from time to time.
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Supply Chain Excellence: Procurement Excellence

Should-cost analysis for select items

1. Full time employee

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible

Should-costing is a way to build a bottom up perspective on how much a product or a service should cost
It estimates the lowest cost a supplier could make and deliver a product while maintaining appropriate long-term profitability by detailed 
calculation of cost of materials, machinery, processing, direct and indirect labor, overheads and profits incurred 
The should cost estimate creates a fact based view on logical price point for products. It provides a solid foundation for negotiation 
with suppliers, reverses the burden of proof. It can be especially useful if there are only limited options for price comparisons available
Should-cost analysis also help to identify cost drivers and thus to start specification and design discussions

Select the parts for the should-cost analysis based on the effort it will take and its potential cost reduction impact. Considerations include 
but are not limited to; cost per part, annual spend, leverage with suppliers, scope of lateral expansion
Understand the part structure and its manufacturing process and identify its cost drivers
Gather data on the identified cost drivers (e.g., raw material price, labor rate, power cost, cycle times and FTEs1, tooling costs, batch setup 
time, manufacturing yield, industry benchmarks for overheads and yields) – data gathering may need to be outsourced
Develop the cost model using the inputs gathered
Use should cost to generate
§ Ideas for commercial opportunity by comparing with supplier quote
§ Ideas for design opportunity through cost driver analysis 

Head of operations or procurement manager

Should-costing is the methodology to identify how much a product or service should cost by;
� Determining its production process 
� Identifying the cost associated with each of the process steps

Reduces procurement cost Outsourcing of data gathering phase 1-3 months

10
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Increasing spend control through spend 
management meetings
A spend control mechanism is a tool that enables companies to increase the transparency on spend and lower spend. It establishes
an “owner’s mindset” and creates substantial savings and spend clarity rapidly
The mechanism is operationalized through regular and frequent spend management meetings in which all new spend above a certain level 
is challenged. In each session, requestors present their spend request and the request is approved, modified, deferred or rejected based 
on whether
§ The spend is critical
§ The spend is urgent
§ The requestor has taken steps to reduce the cost 

Define and baseline the spend categories in scope by collecting historical data 

Define the spend limit that requires spend management meeting approval
Define the participants of spend management meetings

§ Ensure the participants are of right seniority to make decisions
Adjust the ERP1 system approval processes to reflect the new approval process (if applicable)

Determine the schedule (e.g., daily, weekly, biweekly) and standard agenda items (e.g., new requests, spend status review, follow-up 
on previous decisions) for the spend management meeting
Train all participants on the mechanism and inform all employees regarding the new process

Roll out the meetings
Track spend by category to see the impact, either by a spreadsheet or a digital spend dashboard if possible 

Supply Chain Excellence: Procurement Excellence

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations or procurement manager

Companies can better control their overall spend by holding regular and frequent spend management meetings in which each spend request 
is approved, modified, deferred or rejected based on criticality and urgency

Reduction in spend through rigorous 
approval process without increasing 
approval time
Reduction in spend due to decrease 
in overall volume of spend requests 
through growing awareness in the 
organization and data-based decisions

Outsourcing of the digital 
dashboard building

1-3 months

1. Enterprise Resource Planning

11
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Enabling supply chain transparency 
through supply chain management 
meetings
Higher transparency and faster decision making are enabled through regular and frequent cross-functional meetings to manage supply 
chain. These meetings follow clear and meaningful metrics that provide insights across the business

Identify the key metrics (e.g., number of supply outages, daily movement of inventory level) that need to be tracked

Identify the data sources of these metrics, utilize ERP1 systems if applicable
Start collecting daily/weekly data on selected metrics

Determine a weekly schedule for a set of meetings with different goals
§ Identify the key personnel that will be present in each meeting, ensuring that meeting participants have decision-making authority
§ Identify which metrics will be discussed in each of the meetings
§ For each of the metrics followed, assign a responsible to bring updated information

Companies can better control their supply chain by holding regular and frequent supply chain management meetings in which
§ The status of a predetermined set of metrics are followed,
§ Decisions are made based on these metrics

Supply Chain Excellence: Supply chain optimization

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible

Creates transparency by identifying supply 
and demand imbalances in advance
Drives data-driven and fast 
decision-making 

No additional direct cost is expected 0-1 month

Supplier management Operations Distribution center networkCustomer service 
and collaboration

Transportation management

Head of operations or supply chain manager

1. Enterprise Resource Planning

12
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Digital inventory management using 
cloud based solutions
As more businesses rely on the internet to market themselves, make sales, and provide customer service, businesses need an inventory 
management software that keeps up with the changing e-commerce landscape
Digital inventory management tools can:
§ More efficiently manage stock so you spend less on expiring stock or storage for overstock
§ Maximize sales by reducing out-of-stock incidents and preventing deadstock
§ Reduce labor by automating manual tasks
§ Improve customer service by lowering shipping lag times and errors
Although inventory management systems may be most beneficial to those engaged in e-commerce, they are also beneficial for companies 
that have high inventory costs and large variety of raw materials and finished goods in inventory

Define elements of your inventory management system that cause the biggest challenges for your business
Research which cloud-based solution has the best features that you are looking for, while weighing the price (generally monthly or annual 
subscriptions are offered). Some cloud-based solutions to consider are:
§ Oracle Netsuite
§ TradeGecko
§ Zoho Inventory
§ Cin7
Ensure that you consider your business’ present and future needs. Software features you do not need now may become essential as you 
streamline other processes.
Note that the physical organization of the inventory storage needs to be systematic and clear with dedicated storage areas for each item 
before benefits of digital inventory management solutions can be realized

Many businesses rely on digital inventory management tools to stay competitive. In order to implement such a solution, you should
• Identify your business’ current and future needs regarding inventory management
• Research and acquire the solution that is best suited for your business

Supply Chain Excellence: Supply chain optimization

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible

Reduced risk of stock-outs
Greater cost savings through greater 
visibility in actual inventory usage, 
including visibility into end of shelf life

Subscription fee
Physical labeling and binning 
(if not already done)

0-1 month

Head of operations or supply chain manager

13
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RFID inventory tracking for data-driven
inventory management

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations or supply chain manager

Improves cash flow by preventing over- or 
under-stocking
Increases quality control, especially for items 
with limited shelf life
Ensures stock security

Equipment (e.g., tags, readers) and software 
Installation and setup services 
Expert services 

6+ months 

Supply Chain Excellence: Supply chain optimization

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) allows a business to identify individual products and components, and to track them throughout the supply 
chain from production to point-of-sale
The RFID tags are checked by an RFID reader which transmits and receives radio signals to and from the tag. The information that the reader collects 
is collated and processed using special computer software. Readers can be placed at different positions within a factory or warehouse to indicate 
when goods are moved
Using RFID tagging for stock control offers several advantages over other methods such as barcodes
§ tags can be read remotely, often at a distance of several meters
§ several tags can be read at once, enabling an entire pallet-load of products to be checked simultaneously
§ tags can be given unique identification codes, so that individual products can be tracked
§ certain types of tag can be overwritten, enabling information about items to be updated

Define scope of implementation (e.g., inventory of specific products, specific locations etc.)
Identify in detail;
§ at which points the readers should be positioned to receive meaningful information from the system
§ which products should be tagged
Identify a third party service provider for RFID system installation/setup 
Source the equipment and conduct technology pre-test with vendor  
Conduct a pilot with a smaller set of readers and products while completing
§ Software and hardware installation 
§ Interface development 
Test and validate installed systems
Roll out the system with the remaining readers and products

RFID is a technology that allows businesses to track products and components across the supply chain. In order to set up an RFID system, businesses 
need to
§ Identify the portion of the inventory that will be tracked
§ Identify a service provider
§ Conduct a pilot with limited products, test and roll out all systems

14
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Creating transparency in supplier 
network

1. Bill of Materials

Supply Chain Excellence: Supplier network excellence

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations or supply chain manager

Reduces risk of supply chain disruption No additional direct cost is expected 3 - 6 months

A business needs to have an overview of the operations of its tier-n suppliers (i.e., business’ own suppliers, suppliers’ suppliers and so on) 
to minimize the risk of disruptions due to supply in their own operations. Collaboration with tier-1 suppliers (i.e., business’ own suppliers) 
is critical in achieving this transparency at the tier-n level. 
The aim is to be constantly aware of the capabilities and operational status of the suppliers to foresee any risks and provide solutions 
together with them.

Out of all supplied raw materials and other products, identify the ones that are operation-critical, used in large volumes or high-cost
§ Make use of BOM1 trees to identify these products
Connect with the suppliers of the selected products to understand their operation structure (i.e., BOM1, critical supplies and suppliers, 
processing time, logistics plans)
� With the help of tier-1 suppliers, connect with tier-n suppliers with the same purpose
Establish transparent two-way communication channels regarding production plans and risks with tier-1 suppliers
§ Inform the supplier regarding new purchase plans as soon as possible and understand if they can deliver on time
§ If they cannot, try to identify solutions together with them and their suppliers
Continuously look for potential risks in the supplier network and design mitigating actions

In order to foresee and prevent any risks related to the suppliers, businesses need to have a transparent view of their supply chain as well. 
They can do so by:
� Selecting priority inputs
� Clearly communicating plans and risks on a basis of reciprocity

15
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Diversifying supply base

Supply Chain Excellence: Supplier network excellence

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations or supply chain manager

Reduces risk of supply chain disruption

Reduces procurement cost 

No additional direct cost is expected 3 - 6 months

Diversification of the supply base is building a network of suppliers with redundancies which allow shifting supply volumes in case 
of disruptions. Having a diversified supply network reduces the company’s sensitivity to any volatility in the supply market A diverse supplier 
network also provides companies a leverage in negotiations with the suppliers.

Prioritize the raw material and other products that the diversification effort will focus on:
§ Identify the products that are sourced via single suppliers
§ Identify the ones that are operation critical, used in large volumes and/or high-cost
For each of the prioritized products, develop a list of potential alternative suppliers 
Get quotes from alternative suppliers 
Create a short-list of new suppliers based on the quotes and logistics feasibility 
§ When possible, try to ensure that alternative suppliers are differentiated by geographical location, business model, etc. to minimize 

external risks

Businesses can diversify the suppliers they have on purpose to have backups in case of a disruption in one of the suppliers. In order 
to do that, businesses need to
� Select the products they will have backup suppliers for
� Find and short-list alternative suppliers for each of them

16
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Introducing Single Minute Exchange of 
Dies to reduce non-value added time in 
operations

Operational Excellence: Cost optimization

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations

Increases OEE1

Increases quality by simplifying 
the required tasks

External advisory

Manufacturing line/tooling modification

3 - 6 months

SMED is an approach first developed by Toyota to increase efficiency and eliminate bottlenecks found in the changeover of stamping dies. 
It is now commonly used to define, streamline, and reduce the time required to change tools, materials, and machines between 
repetitive jobs
SMED achieves these by determining which process activities can be eliminated, prepared up front, done in parallel, standardized
and automated
Although developed to reduce changeover times, the concepts of SMED can be applied to streamline any repetitive job

Follow the 6-step process to reduce changeover time
§ Observe and measure the changeover time
§ Determine internal and external steps (internal steps are changeover activities that can only be performed when the equipment is shut 

down; external steps are changeover activities that could be performed while the equipment is running)
§ Convert any internal activity that can be performed safely when the equipment is running to an external activity
§ Generate ideas to shorten the internal steps
§ Generate ideas to improve external steps
§ Standardize and document the new procedure and communicate to/train all involved employees

SMED reduces changeover times by determining which activities can be eliminated, prepared up front, done in parallel, standardized
and automated

1. Overall Equipment Effectiveness: It measures how well a manufacturing operation is utilized compared to its full potential

17
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Remote monitoring to reduce non-value
added time in operations

1. Overall Equipment Effectiveness: It measures how well a manufacturing operation is utilized compared to its full potential.

Operational Excellence: Cost optimization

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations

Increases OEE1, production volumes

Potentially reduces defects in products due 
to suboptimal equipment performance 

3 - 6 months

Manufacturers can leverage the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) to expand the capabilities of existing maintenance monitoring systems, 
such as Andon signals
Remote monitoring systems provide valuable insights into machine performance, process inefficiencies and other potential risks. Wireless 
sensors enable real-time remote monitoring of machine performance

Establish baseline for OEE1 of relevant equipment
Define OEE1 improvement opportunities (based on industry benchmarks, historical data) – 3rd-party advisory service may be required
Among opportunities, prioritize bottleneck equipment/process to maximize impact of remote monitoring 
Define potential options to introduce remote monitoring based on equipment/process – 3rd-party advisory service may be required
Identify the supplier/service provider for the remote monitoring devices and software
Install and set up remote monitoring devices and start collecting data 
Use digital tools to analyze and visualize data whenever possible
Continue identifying improvement opportunities in OEE1 and build implementation plan 

Remote monitoring is the real-time tracking of equipment for analysis of factors influencing equipment health through physical sensors

3rd-party advisory service 
to identify opportunities
Equipment (e.g., sensors, cables) 
and software 
Installation and setup services 
Outsourcing for data analyses/visualization

18
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Lean diagnostic to identify waste 
reduction opportunities

1. Lean diagnostic exercise can be done within 1-3 months but the actual implementation of action plans from the diagnostic exercise would take longer

Operational Excellence: Cost optimization

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation1

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations 

Reduces waste (e.g., defects, overproduction, 
idle time) resulting in higher productivity 
and better quality 
Increases uniformity across final products

1 - 3 months

Lean diagnostic is an evaluation of the organization’s current status of Lean methodology implementation. It helps the organization identify waste 
or non-value added activities, current strengths and weaknesses, and improvement opportunities
The assessment also facilitates the development of a Lean implementation strategy and action plan to fully integrate Lean principles
into the organization
The assessment focuses on 3 key elements:
§ Technical systems - "The way physical assets and resources are configured and optimized to create value and minimize losses"
§ Management systems – “The formal structures, processes, and systems through which the operating system is managed to deliver the business 

objectives” 
§ People systems (mindsets, behaviors and capabilities) - "The way people think, feel, and conduct themselves in the workplace, both individually 

and collectively"

Identify the part of the business to be diagnosed (e.g., specific product manufacturing, inbound supply chain, outbound supply chain etc.)
Identify 3rd-party service providers with Lean experts to conduct the diagnostic, or if possible, conduct it internally by assigning employees 
with Lean knowledge
The team conducting the diagnostic need to; 
§ Conduct a plant walk-through and document shop floor observations on production, logistics, maintenance & quality Control
§ Gain a detailed understanding of processes based on interviews with managers and operators 
§ Analyze data and compare with industry benchmarks 
§ Identify optimization opportunities (leverage digital tools if possible) 
§ Define implementation plan 

Lean diagnostic is an evaluation of the Lean methodology implementation to identify mainly waste or non-value added activities. It requires 
§ A plant walk-through and
§ Detailed review of processes and available data

Lean expert services 
Outsourcing data analyses

19
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Robotic Process Automation 
for business workflows

Operational Excellence: Cost optimization

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations 

Reduces time spent on repetitive activities

Reduces error rates
Improves tracking

1 - 3 monthsSubscription fee (limited capability, free 
versions available for smaller businesses)
Setup cost (basic coding for automation)

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is a subfield of business process automation (BPA) that aims to improve business processes while 
reducing operating expenses through the use of automation
As digital transformation plays an ever-increasing role in BPA, RPA is focused on automating specific repetitive tasks within software 
environments. Multiple sectors are already successfully using RPA for tasks such as data entry, order processing, payroll processing, website 
scraping, call center operations, and email processing
Whether it is inputting data, sending emails, or making decisions based on existing data, automation works well with existing processes 
that are rule-based, manual and repetitive

Pick your process to automate. Ensure that the process is clearly defined and rule-based
Choose a workflow automation platform. Some platforms that can help you implement RPA are:
§ UiPath RPA
§ Automation Anywhere
§ Pega Platform
§ ElectroNeek RPA
§ LaserFiche
§ Nintex RPA
Create your automated form, add the workflow, and define an authorization process
Go live, collect data, and optimize each process

RPA is the automation of specific tasks that are rule-based, manual and repetitive through special softwares. The most important steps 
in implementation are choosing the right processes to automate selecting the platform.

20
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E-invoicing for fast and high-quality 
billing operations

Operational Excellence: Cost optimization

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations, finance manager or sales manager 

Saves processing time

Increased accuracy
Better visibility of accounts receivable

1 - 3 monthsSubscription fees, but free solutions are 
available

Being on time with invoicing is critical to not disrupt the cash flow. Automating the billing process significantly helps with easy 
and fast processing.
Depending on the budget, there's a wide range of accounting and billing options available for small businesses
Electronic invoicing, or e-invoicing for short, is sending the invoice digitally to the customer. However, it’s not the same as sending 
a scanned invoice or a PDF file to the customer’s email. With email invoices, the customer would still need to handle it manually.
With e-invoicing, manual processing and paper are removed from the process and the invoice travels directly to your customers’ invoice 
processing software. E-invoices are also paid with just the click of a button

Several off-the-shelf solutions are available to implement e-invoicing. In order to choose the best solution for you, consider the following:
§ Integration with the accounting software
§ Management of taxes, especially international tax regimes for exporters
§ Compliance with regulations and archiving requirements

E-invoicing is the solution of sending the invoice digitally to customer, removing any manual or paper-based steps from the billing process. 
Off-the-shelf solutions can be used for implementation
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Digital document management system

Operational Excellence: Cost optimization

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations, head of finance

Significant time savings

Reduces errors
Introduces organizational 
flow/business workflow

0 – 1 months to start using 
for new documents
3 – 6 months to migrate all documents 
from paper to online (depending 
on number of documents to migrate)

Subscription fees

Organization is a key element of managing a successful business. Although every company has unique organizational needs, how it tracks, 
stores and manages internal documents can greatly impact the efficiency of operations. Many small businesses turn to document
management systems (DMS) to streamline these business processes
A DMS is an integral part of the filing system. It is a comprehensive software that helps the company convert the office into a paperless one. 
Having a single point of access for all the documents can streamline workflow and increase productivity

A document management system is a system used to receive, track, manage, and store documents digitally and reduce paper. The most 
important step in implementation is choosing the right tool

Before choosing a document management system for your business, you should assess your document management needs. Not every 
document management program will fit your business, so identifying which features you need will help you narrow down your options. 
Some features of the system that you need to consider are the following:
§ Ease of use
§ Collaboration and integration across multiple people/teams
§ Document version control
§ Scalability and advanced features for future expansion
§ Security and disaster recovery
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5S – Sort, Set in order, Shine, 
Standardize and Sustain  

Operational Excellence: Quality Assurance

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations or quality control manager

Improves productivity 
Minimizes safety and quality risks

1 - 3 monthsEquipment (e.g., cleaning, disposal related 
equipment) 
Consumables (e.g., epoxy, floor markers) 

5S is a workplace organization methodology that results in a workplace that is clean, uncluttered, safe, and well organized to help reduce waste and 
optimize productivity 
The 5S philosophy applies in any work area suited for visual control and Lean production
Pillars of 5S:
§ Seiri/Sort: To separate needed tools, parts, and instructions from unneeded materials and to remove the unneeded ones
§ Seiton/Set in order: To neatly arrange and identify parts and tools for ease of use
§ Seiso/Shine: To conduct a cleanup campaign
§ Seiketsu/Standardize: To conduct seiri, seiton, and seiso daily to maintain a workplace in perfect condition
§ Shitsuke/Sustain: To form the habit of always following the first 4 S

5S is a workplace organization methodology that optimizes for productivity. It is implemented by following the guides in each of the 5 steps: Sort, set 
in order, shine, standardize, and sustain

Sort: Identify the items in the target area that need to be removed/relocated based on defined criteria. Dispose/relocate with approval 
Set in order: Define the items to be stored, their quantities, method and location (using frequency analysis) of storage 
Shine: Define the areas/items to be cleaned with clear ownership and instructions on how to clean. This is to be followed by checking 
and maintenance at pre-aligned intervals 
Standardize:
1. Establish a routine (frequency can be decided) check
2. Establish a multilevel audit system and engage everyone
3. Develop/create standard methods across work areas
4. Document any new standard methods for doing the work 
Sustain:
1. Perform routine 5S checks to monitor adherence to standards 
2. Flag and address abnormalities and new opportunities 
3. Conduct scheduled (daily, frequency can be decided), routine checks by team leads or supervisors/visitors 
4. Perform higher-level audits to evaluate system 
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Automated measurement systems 
for quality assurance

Operational Excellence: Quality Assurance

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations or quality control manager

Increased quality consistency 
of final product
Reduces rejection rate if using 
real-time measurements

0 – 1 monthsEquipment (cost varies based on 
complexity and number of dimensions to 
be measured) 

Automatic part measuring technologies can not only verify dimensions, but can collect the data for you and help improve quality
Most machining businesses face challenges with certain parts, or have certain customers whose tolerance limits are very low. Automated 
measurement techniques help on these types of challenges
Many automated measurement options are available, measuring everything from a single critical dimension to an array of dimensions 
and forms on a workpiece. You can measure while a part is being machined, watch the dimensions of parts coming off a machine,
or use a separate gauging station to measure dozens of dimensions on a finished part. Automated measurement systems come off-the-shelf 
or custom-made, and their abilities seem to be limited only by the imagination
The larger the manufacturing volume, the greater the benefits. However, even simple automated measurement systems can lead 
to measurable cost savings

Automated part measuring is a technology-based approach that verifies that the part dimensions to satisfy quality  requirements. Since 
the specific equipment differ significantly in complexity, businesses need to clearly identify their needs before purchasing

Identify and contact a company that provides automated measurement equipment. 
§ Be prepared to discuss the print, the tolerance problems it presents and how you machine the part, plus lot size and other relevant 

information. 
Discuss your needs and the features that you expect from the system
§ The cost of an automated measurement system or device varies greatly. A manual-load fixture measuring one dimension and feeding 

the data back to the machine might start at $3,000, but more complex machines may cost in the millions
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Applying spaced shift and break 
schedules

Operational Excellence: Safe Operations

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations, HR  or administration manager

Reduces queues and crowds at the 
entrance or cafeteria
Makes it easier for workers to maintain 
social distance
Improves contact tracing

0 – 1 monthsAdjustments to wages of the workers due 
to new shift schedule, if applicable) 

Many companies are spacing the work shifts and lunch or other breaks of the employees by 30 to 60 minutes to minimize close contact 
between employees

Work shifts and breaks of the employees are spaced to minimize contact among employees. While designing the schedule, it is important to 
ensure that business can be kept operational at all times and handover need is minimum

Companies follow the below steps if they decide to apply spaced shifts and breaks:
� Dividing employees into cross-functional groups that can maintain the business operational individually
� Ensuring minimum handover need or dependency across groups
� Assigning each group to different shifts which are spaced by 30 or 60 minutes
� Enforcing predetermined and spaced lunch times and breaks according to the shifts
� If applicable, redesigning the company shuttle schedules according to shifts
� If applicable, clearly communicating the shift schedule to customers

Disclaimer: This measure must not be considered as health and safety advice. It refers to measures taken by other companies globally. Businesses should follow 
government recommendations and regulations on topics regarding health and safety.
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Increasing safety protocol in company
shuttles

Operational Excellence: Safe Operations

26

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations, administration manager

Makes it easier for workers to maintain 
social distance
Improves contact tracing

0 – 1 monthsContactless thermometer Disinfecting kits
PPE for operators/drivers
Separator for driver’s seat
Buying or renting additional vehicles and 
wages of additional drivers or, procuring 
additional transportation services, 
if required) 

There are companies that are establishing new safety protocols regarding the use of company vehicles to minimize risk of cross-infections. 
The goals of the protocols are:
§ Ensuring that everyone in the vehicle is healthy
§ Physically separating passengers by reducing capacity
§ Disinfecting the vehicles regularly

New transportation safety protocols that aim to minimize risk of infection in the company vehicles are set in place with the help of drivers

Companies follow the below steps if they decide to increase safety protocol 
§ Assigning a responsible (possibly the driver) to check the temperatures of the passengers and the driver with a contactless thermometer 

before they enter the vehicle
§ Reducing the maximum capacity of the vehicles. In order to offset the capacity decrease,
‒ Redesigning the transport schedules to be staggered or,
‒ Buying or renting additional vehicles or,
‒ Procuring additional transportation services

§ Designing the seating plan in the vehicle to minimize contact among passengers and clearly indicate which seats the passengers need to 
leave empty

§ Placing a separator besides the driver’s seat
§ Encouraging/enforcing use of masks during transport
§ Providing disinfecting kits and PPE to shuttle operators/drivers and disinfect the vehicle after each trip 

Disclaimer: This measure must not be considered as health and safety advice. It refers to measures taken by other companies globally. Businesses should follow 
government recommendations and regulations on topics regarding health and safety.
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Revisiting workspace layout 
in manufacturing facilities 

Operational Excellence: Safe Operations

27

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations, administration manager

Reduces contact and any disease 
transmission risk between employees
Provides compartmentalization of the 
organization in the event of a spread

6+ monthsHSE advisory and training
Layout design services
Construction work) 

Several manufacturing companies are redesigning or separating their manufacturing lines and floors to minimize contact among employees 
and ensure a safe distance
Movement through specific workspaces may also be restricted with staff working in that particular section together with the redesign

The manufacturing is redesigned to minimize contact among employees and ensure a safe distance by
� Identifying high-risk sections
� Redesigning the layout ensuring compliance with HSE regulations

Companies follow the below steps if they decide to revisit the layout of the manufacturing facility:
§ Identifying workspace sections to be redesigned, isolated or controlled – 3rd-party HSE advisory services may be required 
§ Redesigning the layout to ensure a safe distance or enable separation of workspaces – 3rd-party design services may be required 
§ For redesign of workspace:
‒ Moving equipment and machinery according to new design
‒ Adjusting the tooling accordingly

§ For separation of workspaces: 
‒ Supplying and installing the technology to control employee movement
‒ Supplying the physical separators

§ Conducting a training/information session for employees on safe working in the new layout
§ Ensuring that new layout is in line with health and safety regulations

Disclaimer: This measure must not be considered as health and safety advice. It refers to measures taken by other companies globally. Businesses should follow 
government recommendations and regulations on topics regarding health and safety.
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Revisiting workspace layout in offices

Operational Excellence: Safe Operations
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How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations, administration manager

Reduces contact and transmission risk between 
employees

Provides compartmentalization of the 
organization in the event of a spread

0 – 1 month if construction is not needed

1 – 3 months if construction is needed

Interior design service if needed
Moving service (if not available 
within the business)
Retooling work (if not available 
within the business)
Construction work if needed
Workdesk separators 

Companies of all sectors consider changing workpace layouts in offices. Offices and cells are redesigned, remodeled or 
retooled to provide for greater spacing between employees

Offices and specifically the seating arrangement is redesigned to ensure a safe distance between employees

Companies follow the below steps if they decide to revisit the layout of the office
Redesigning the working space to minimize common workspaces

Redoing the seating arrangement to ensure a safe distance between employees 
§ Allocating permanent seats and restrict free seating assignment systems
§ Removing shared work desks
§ Using separators between work desks if it not possible to ensure a safe distance otherwise
Redesigning the tooling of work desks (phone, internet connections, etc.)

Ensuring that the new layout is in line with health and safety regulations

Disclaimer: This measure must not be considered as health and safety advice. It refers to measures taken by other companies globally. Businesses should follow 
government recommendations and regulations on topics regarding health and safety.
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Communicating new safety policies 
to employees and customers

Operational Excellence: Safe Operations

29

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations, administration manager

Increases self-care and awareness among 
employees
Increases transparency and provides 
clarity about current situation and the way 
that it is handled

0 – 1 monthsPrint cost for posters/displays
Online trainings for employees

When new safety policies are implemented by a company, they need to be clearly communicated to both the employees and customers to 
help them understand the new workplace situation, protocols and the rationale behind it. For this purpose, a combination of following can be 
used:
§ Online trainings
§ Information sheets
§ Highly visible displays
§ Virtual townhalls

A combination of following should be used to ensure new safety policies are shared with and understood by all employees:
� Online trainings
� Information sheets
� Highly visible displays
� Virtual townhalls

In order to communicate new safety policies, companies follow the below steps:
§ Promoting healthy habits with high-visibility signage across the workspace (e.g., wash hands frequently)
§ Displaying large-format posters or digital displays providing prominent, frequent reminders on new safety policies
§ Providing online training modules to ensure employees have adequately understood safe workplace requirements
§ Conducting virtual townhalls to ensure clarity of message to workforce
§ Sharing pre-packaged print material
§ Ensuring consistency across all forms of communication

Disclaimer: This measure must not be considered as health and safety advice. It refers to measures taken by other companies globally. Businesses should follow 
government recommendations and regulations on topics regarding health and safety.
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Design-to-value for product 
portfolio enhancement

Demand Excellence: Product Portfolio Excellence

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations

Increases profit margins through both cost 
reduction and revenue increase

3-6 monthsExternal advisory service 
Employee trainings

Design-to-Value (DTV) aims improving product value in the eyes of customer and increasing profit margin by understanding customer 
insights, competitor insights, and cost drivers
Improvement opportunities in the product design is identified by answering the following questions:
§ What do customers really want and need?
§ What are customers willing to pay for?
§ What are competitors offering and at what price?
§ What are design features that competitors are using?
§ What drives costs in our products?

Design-to-Value is an integrated approach to improving product value and margins by understanding customer insights, competitor insights 
and cost drivers. It is critical  to understand the product features and customer preferences very clearly

Identify an external advisory service to support through the DTV journey, if needed
Define the new product to be developed or existing products that may require an improvement
Identify competitor products for comparison
§ Test the products from customer perspective and analyze ease of use, look and feel of the products
§ Identify opportunities to bring additional value or reduce costs through competitor benchmarks
Understand customer preferences better and generate ideas to integrate them to product features
§ Conduct interviews with or send customer satisfaction surveys to existing customers
§ Run online surveys for all potential customers
Involve suppliers in idea generation processes when applicable
Refer to Design-to-cost (DTC) measure for more details in cost reduction lever
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How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations

Decreases total cost of product by 
decreasing the cost of individual 
components and complexity and 
manufacturing effort required

3-6 monthsExternal advisory service 
Employee trainings

Design-to-cost (DTC) is a systematic approach to reducing product variable cost by choosing optimal product specification and design. 
The fundamental idea is that costs are designed "into the product" starting from early design decisions which are difficult to remove later. 
This way, unnecessary costs at later stages can be avoided
It can be used for both developing a new product or reducing the cost an existing product by changing its specifications

Design-to-cost is a systematic approach to reducing product variable cost by choosing optimal product specification and design. 
It is critical  to understand the part structure and cost drivers of the product very clearly

Identify an external advisory service to support through the DTC journey, if needed
Define the new product to be developed or existing products that may require revisiting of costs
Establish the cost structure if it is an existing product:
§ Prepare subsystem structure/ BOM1
§ Document initial cost per item (if an existing product)
For each component:
§ Define component specification ensuring that technical features do not exceed the actual need
§ Investigate opportunities to reduce cost of material employed
§ Optimize component complexity to achieve low-effort assembly and economics of scale
Apply idea generation tools such as reverse engineering, competitor benchmarking, value analysis, clean sheet costing, cost driver analysis, 
and total cost analysis
Involve suppliers in idea generation processes when applicable 

Design-to-cost to optimize product costs

1. Bill of Materials

Demand Excellence: Product Portfolio Excellence
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E-commerce

Demand Excellence: Customer Acquisition and Retaining

32

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations or sales manager 

Increased revenue

Business continuity

1 – 3 monthsPercentage of revenues to be shared 
with platform service
Set up costs for integration

E-commerce is the activity of electronically buying or selling of products on online services or over the Internet. Customer expectations have 
been evolving significantly towards online transactions and many customers do not prefer to visit stores nowadays. Hence, it is very 
important for companies to have an e-commerce business.
Companies may choose to build and operate through their own website. However, especially for small businesses, joining other e-commerce 
platforms that aggregate many different companies’ products under one website is an attractive alternative

E-commerce is the activity of electronically buying or selling of products on online services or over the Internet. For the fast and low-cost set 
up of an e-commerce business, small businesses may prefer to find an existing e-commerce platform that can list their products

Find an e-commerce platform that lists products that you are going to sell. Some examples of e-commerce platforms are 
§ Talabat or Rafeeq for groceries, food and beverages,
§ Snoonu for concierge services
§ QatarSale for cars and vehicles
Contact the platform to list your products
Identify if any integration into the platform’s systems is necessary, such as integrating into the order management system to receive 
automated orders
The e-commerce platforms generally have advisors to help you get set up, and ready to go.
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Increasing effectiveness of virtual sales 
teams through trainings

Demand Excellence: Customer Acquisition and Retaining
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How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations or sales manager 

Helps account managers adjust to fully 
remote selling
Increases sales as well as accuracy 
of demand forecasts

3-6 monthsEmployee trainings

Virtual sales is the process of starting and concluding a sales completely through phone and/or online interactions.
Increasing the effectiveness of virtual sales process requires providing sales department employees trainings/information sessions 
to improve their virtual communication and customer relationship management skills

Effective virtual sales process requires the sales department employees to have a set of new skills on top of the traditional sales capabilities. 
These skills can be developed through trainings/information sessions.

Identify a firm, a coach or an online tool that can provide trainings on sales and customer relationship with a focus on virtual communication 
for sales employees
Receive a train-the-trainer session if possible and keep conducting these trainings internally
Potential training contents include but are not limited to:
§ Managing pipeline under volatile market conditions
§ Structuring and facilitating virtual meetings
§ Engaging internal experts to meet virtually with customers 
§ Conducting appropriate negotiations
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Developing and implementing 
a communications strategy

1. 1 - 3 months for the development of initial communications strategy and plan. The implementation will be ongoing

Demand Excellence: Customer Acquisition and Retaining
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How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations or marketing manager 

Increases customer awareness 

Improved brand positioning

1 – 3 months13rd-party communications and PR advisory
Media campaigns

A communication strategy is a document that expresses the strategic communication goals, guiding principles, key messages, and high-level 
approach to achieve business objectives. 
The strategy lays the foundation that allows for building a detailed communications plan which is necessary for the implementation. The key 
elements of the communications plan include:
§ Who – stakeholder analysis and engagement strategy
§ What – key messages by audience
§ How – channel analysis, timeline and frequency

Identify an external advisory service to support building the communications strategy and plan, if needed
Define the main objectives of the communication effort based on company values, vision, and mission
Identify key stakeholders (e.g., industry associations, government) including customer segments 
Understand customer need and the competitor environment to be able to tailor communications activities
Design communications activities in detail including the audience, objectives, high-level messages and materials needed
Identify frequency of activities and plot them on a timeline 
Assign owners for each activity, clearly define responsibilities
Create clear guidelines for all communications activities, address how to handle requests, describe dos and don’ts 
Monitor implementation and refine actions as needed

Communication strategy is a guide in how to use communication tools to achieve business objectives. To realize this strategy, a 
communication plan with following details is needed:
� Who the audience is
� What the key messages are 
� What the channels and timeline are
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Digital marketing for greater outreach

Demand Excellence: Customer Acquisition and Retaining
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How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations or marketing manager 

Increases revenue through greater 
outreach
Reduces marketing spend

1 – 3 months Content creation
Advertising fees to platforms
3rd-party digital marketing advisory service

There has been a significant shift in the way that businesses utilize marketing; traditional marketing efforts, such as print and billboards, 
taking a step back as businesses invest more resources in digital marketing. Business owners now have a wide range of digital methods
at their fingertips that can be adapted to suit their objectives, budget or industry.
Digital marketing also helps to promote SMEs in a way that allows them to compete with well-established brands.
Unlike traditional marketing, digital marketing gives the ability to monitor the performance of campaigns in real time. By accessing timely 
data through tools like Google Analytics, the effectiveness of the current strategy can be reviewed and adjustments can be made.

The first thing for any company to consider before leveraging digital marketing is to understand their customers. Which social media, 
or online channels do the customers use, and focus digital marketing efforts on those platforms. Some examples of platforms 
to consider are:
§ Facebook
§ Instagram
§ LinkedIn
§ Google
Once the platform(s) are chosen, create the content and test how the content would appear on several devices (e.g., laptops, phone)
Choose the target audience for the campaign carefully to maximize clicks on advertisements and conversion rate
Monitor the performance of the campaign through analytics tools
If needed, a 3rd party advisory service can be utilized to maximize the effectiveness of digital marketing

Digital marketing is the approach of moving the traditional marketing content to digital platforms while integrating analytics tools to better 
target customers and monitör performance of the campaigns
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Digital Customer Relationship
Management

Demand Excellence: Customer service excellence
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How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations or marketing manager 

Improved customer service
Improved productivity by reducing
coordination overhead

1 – 3 months Annual subscription fee

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) brings together information about customers, sales and marketing from across the organization. 
As a result, CRM can help the companies:

CRM solutions fall into different categories, from online solutions to complex multi-site implementations. Consider the following for low cost 
or free solutions (SaaS refers to "software as a service.")
Some off-the-shelf CRM solutions are:
§ Salesforce
§ Less Annoying CRM
§ Freshsales
§ Hubspot CRM
§ Insightly
Create a team or person responsible for the installation and setup of the CRM solution
Collect and upload previous customer data to the system
Make sure that the employees who will be using the solution receive the user training

Digital CRM is a software that integrates all information relevant in managing customer relationships in one place and hence increases the coordination among 
employees. Off-the-shelf solutions can be used for low-cost and fast implementation

§ Retain existing customers by improving customer service
§ Sell more to existing customers by uncovering opportunities
§ Automate sales and marketing processes
§ Better track and manage business performance
§ Close deals faster by centrally tracking key information
§ Streamline account management by tracking all interactions with 

each customer

§ Enhance pipeline management by tracking performance against 
sales quotas

§ Save time by improving team communication
§ Empower your field sales force with information on their mobile 

devices
§ CRM software captures and organizes information from current and 

prospective customers in an integrated system. All employees gain 
a single view of prospects and customers, allowing them to better 
cooperate and coordinate activities.
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Meeting changing customer
safety expectations

1. Main cost elements will change based on the solutions implemented. Provided elements are not exhaustive
2. Point-of-sales

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements1 Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations or marketing manager 

Reduces risk of cross-infection

Increases awareness of customers
Increases the trust of the customers 
to the company

0 - 1 months Disinfectants (e.g., hand sanitizers, wipes)
POS2 device for contactless payment
Large displays and visual cues 
(e.g., floor markers)
Additional cleaning crew

Companies serving consumers are increasingly being more conscious about taking measures to protect the health and safety 
of their customers 
These measures aim to minimize risk of cross-infection typically by:
§ Ensuring a safe distance among customers and employees
§ Ensuring high hygiene standards across the facilities

Companies follow the below steps if they decide to put additional measures in place to meet customer safety expectations:
§ Identifying high-risk areas for contagion both in ensuring a safe distance (e.g., queues) and ensuring hygiene standards 

(e.g., door handles)
§ Identifying solutions for each risk identified 
Potential solutions include but or not limited to:
§ Limiting on-site capacity
§ Appointment scheduling to prevent queues
§ Putting visual cues such as floor markers indicating safe distances 
§ Providing disinfectants (hand sanitizers, wipes) to customers
§ Installing plexiglass barriers between employees and customers
§ Migrating entirely to contactless payment
§ Putting displays encouraging hygiene practices
§ Emphasizing high-visibility, high-frequency cleaning
§ Asking front-of-house teams to brief customers on safety protocols

Companies select and apply a combination of solutions to minimize risk of contagion among customers and protect their health and safety

Disclaimer: This measure must not be considered as health and safety advice. It refers to measures taken by other companies globally. Businesses should follow 
government recommendations and regulations on topics regarding health and safety

Demand Excellence: Customer service excellence
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Introducing agile ways of working

People: Agility

38

How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations or HR

Increases productivity 
and employee morale
Enables long-term growth of business 
and organization 
Increases flexibility of the company 
against disruptions

6+ months 3rd-party consultancy
Leadership/management trainings

Organizational agility is the ability to quickly and efficiently reconfigure strategy, business model, structure, processes, people, 
and technology to serve customers better. Introducing agile ways of working is the starting point for a fully agile organization
Agile organizations are structured around dynamic networks of empowered teams, and have the processes needed  to experiment and learn 
rapidly. They have a compelling sense of purpose and humane open cultures that engage and inspire their people

Transform the organization through 4 key levers:
Cross-functional, empowered teams:
To prevent functions working as silos, encourage cross-functional teamwork. When possible, form small teams with the right capabilities, 
decision-making authority, and clear missions to tackle and issue.
Rapid decision-making and learning cycles: 
Carry out work in short iterations with the goal of minimizing risk through testing and learning. Encourage fact-based/data driven decision-
making
Dynamic people model:
Build a culture focused on fostering, attracting and retaining talent, through capability building, empowerment and job satisfaction. Prefer 
a flat organizational culture over a hierarchical one
Clear vision across the organization:
Create a common vision for the company which is understood and accepted by the entire organization. Align management and employee 
goals and actions with the vision

Organizational agility is company culture that enables companies to take required actions quickly to serve customers better
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People performance management 

People: Management Systems
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How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations or HR

Improves productivity and morale 
of workforce 
Increases employee retention
Enables long-term growth of business 
and organization 

6+ monthsTrainings for the leadership/management
3rd party advisory service
HR software

People performance management is the approach for ensuring that the employees’ outputs satisfy the organization’s requirements to meet strategic 
objectives. It is an ongoing process of communication between a supervisor and employee that occurs throughout the year, to effectively 
and efficiently contribute to the goals of the organization and function.
Effective performance management systems includes 5 elements
� Goal-setting (What is my work?)
� Performance appraisal (How am I doing?)
� Ongoing development (How can I improve?)
� Consequence management (What will this mean for me?)
� Performance culture

Goal setting
Link individual performance goals to business priorities and allow employees to determine how to achieve their goals
Ensure that goals are SMART and can be impacted by the individual 
Performance appraisal 
Define simple rating systems; consciously manage rater biases throughout the appraisal process (e.g., calibration session)
Identify high/low performers
Ongoing development 
Ensure multi-directional feedback (especially effective coaching and feedback from managers) through continuous developmental dialogues – not once a 
year during performance appraisals
Consequence management 
Differentiate between top, middle, and bottom performers – disproportionately reward highest performers, develop the broad middle, and move quickly 
on underperformers
Leverage other rewards and recognition that go beyond compensation to tap into stronger, intrinsic motivators
Performance culture
Shift your culture to ensure a successful performance management transformation
Senior leaders role-model change management to drive performance culture
Develop managers’ coaching skills to support their teams to act at their peak potential through performance management capability building programs

People performance management is the approach to define the expected outputs from the employee and continuously supporting them through 
formal mechasnisms to reach those outputs 
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Change management for effective 
organizational shifts

People: Management Systems
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How to implement

Summary

Impact Main cost elements Time to implementation 

Description

Possible Responsible
Head of operations or HR

Increases the adoption rate 
of ongoing change

6+ months 3rd-party leadership trainings
Employee capability building trainings
Employee incentive mechanism

Change management addresses the people and cultural portion of any change that has been made in an organization. 
Each process change also requires a mindset and behavior change from by the employees. Change management framework is designed 
to drive the transformation of employee mindset and behaviors and adoption of new process by the employees

Identify the changes that have been going through in the organization
Identify the specific mindset shift needed and define the gold standard behaviors associated with each change
Apply influence model to support gold standard behaviors in employees
§ Understanding and commitment: create a compelling change narrative and two-way communication channels, embed 

in the daily language
§ Role modeling and leadership: role-model the expected behaviors, share guidance/best practices and celebrate success
§ Skills and capabilities: provide the needed capability building for the employees to implement the change
§ Reinforcement mechanisms: Create clear process definitions, remove any barriers to implementing change and reward 

and incentivize correct behavior 
Assign change agents who will act as the «ambassadors» of the change and inform and coach peers

Companies can unlock higher levels of effectiveness and speed of doing business by changing mindsets and improving skills of employees  


